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The Editor 
 

So, it’s been a real stop start year and with the tightening up of 
restrictions again in December January for the second COVID wave we 
have probably now developed a feel for how things will progress 
through 2021.  It’s pretty much “let’s see how things go and keep things 
flexible – just in case” 

 

We managed to get out on the Kensington Club Brunch Run in October last year – nice to 
break the months  of lockdown.  Pity about the rainy weather, but we had a good turnout 
regardless, supporting one of the oldest clubs in Johannesburg.  We were lucky to have 
Isabelle Pringle from Kensington Heritage to give a talk and tour through the area.  Probably 
the highlight was gaining access to the “Scottish Castle” on the Kensington ridge, a rare 
opportunity, given that the property was essentially not used for so long and was pending a 
potential sale from the original family. 

Andrew gives an update on the impact of Covid on the club’s programme of events so check 
that out.  The position from SAVVA is also included to give you a insight into their 
recommendations. 

I have been distracted over the last couple of months and with the pause on activities have 
not got issues of The Sunbeam Voice out with any regularity.  My apologies for that – the 
“let’s see how it goes” is a convenient but unnecessary source of procrastination ���.   

For those busy with repairs and restorations – let us know how they are going. 

I have 3 books on order from Amazon – will give you a crit of them when receive them! 

 

 

Till we get together again – take care! 

 

Godfrey Bench 



Future Events 
With the national lockdown being extended indefinitely the ban on SAVVA endorsed events 
continues.   The intent is to put something together as soon as restriction levels are lifted 
sufficiently to allow us to do an event.  So essentially consider everything cancelled till 
further notice. 

 

PROVISIONAL EVENTS 

Dam Busters        1 May 2021 

Details to follow 

East Rand Motor Show           6 June 2021 
Time: Anytime After 6AM 

Venue: 51 Dr Vosloo Road, Boksburg (Opposite Woodlands International College)  

 

Contact the Committee 
 

Portfolio Name Mobile Email Address 
Chairman Andrew Hofmeyr 0834425388 andrewhofmeyr03@gmail.com 
Vice Chair Godfrey Bench 0829241662 godfrey.bench@gmail.com 
Secretary Godfrey Bench 0829241662 godfrey.bench@gmail.com 
Treasurer Andrew Hofmeyr 0834425388 andrewhofmeyr03@gmail.com 
Spares Andrew Hofmeyr 0834425388 andrewhofmeyr03@gmail.com 
Events Jaco Faber 0839480982 info@jweng.co.za 
Plenipotentiary Harry Boys 0824539283 ahboys@telkomsa.net 
SAVVA Tokkie Faber 0825506066 tokkiefaber29@gmail.com 
Vehicle Register Paul Claremont 0742274281 paulclaremont3@gmail.com 
Regalia Jaco Faber 0839480982 info@jweng.co.za 
Newsletter Godfrey Bench 0829241662 godfrey.bench@gmail.com 
Website David Prawde 0722295957 davidp@global.co.za 
Technical - Tiger Kevin Redmond 0833080202 jredmond@hatch.co.za 
Technical - Alpine Sid Herbert 0824036536 grandpasid13@gmail.com 
Technical - Rootes John Meeks 0828919535 keltyk.creations@gmail.com  

 

SUNBEAM SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA 

PO Box 194 Sundowner Randburg 2161 

www.sunbeamclub.co.za  
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Chairman’s Report 
 

Dear ‘Beamers 

It is the second month of 2021 already. I hope we all will have a happy and healthy 2021! 

Harry Boys told me he wrote an obituary for the club due to Covid 19. This newsletter is to 
tell you all that all is well, and we are ready to go the moment the risk for our members is 
less! 

Yes, 2021 will have its own challenges. We do not know what the near future will hold but 
from the committee’s side – we do not want to do anything that will put our members at 
risk.  

First on the calendar this year is the AGM. According to the constitution we must have the 
AGM three months after the end of the financial year. In our case it is end of December. 
However, the committee decided that due to the virus we will postpone the AGM with a 
month or two. We saw that other clubs are doing the same. I hope this will be OK with all of 
you. 

Dam Busters is supposed to be on the 1st of May. Harry did the route for the Dam Busters 
last year already, so we are all ready to go for that date. So please, keep the 1st of May open 
or pencil it in your dairies! I really hope that we will be able to have a great event this year.  

We as committee are very conscious of the fact that we do not add a lot of value to the 
members during Covid regulations. I hope all of you do understand our concern about the 
health of our members. The committee decided that we will reduce our membership fees 
for 2021 from R 240 to R150.  

On that note – it is time for the renewal of your membership. We will send you an invoice 
for the R150 shortly. But please do not wait, you can make payments immediately.  

I am sure all of us spend more time at home and might have more time to repair all the 
imperfections on our Sunbeams. It would be great to share what you have done with your 
Sunbeams with the rest of us in the newsletter. So please take some pictures and forward to 
Godfrey!  

That all from me for now. Please keep save! We cannot wait to see all of you face to face 
again. We will let you know when we will have our first event. 

 

Andrew Hofmeyr 
 

  



Correspondence 
 

From Jerry Henney in Scotland 

Hi, I have just purchased a 1960 sunbeam alpine, that has come from South 
Africa, it has a badge on the front, the South African veteran and vintage 
association, and the number 4396 stamped on it, can you help me to trace 
the history, previous owner,  

My name is Jerry Henney, I live in Scotland, tel 
01461701031  jerryhenney@aol.com      

  

Regards 

Jerry 
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STATEMENT FROM SAVVA CHAIRMAN – February 2020 

 
MMXX is a year we all wish to forget. It brought about 
many hardships, loss of friends and loved ones as well as 
creating a sense of nervousness and anxiety that has 
beset us all. The first part of MMXX1 does not seem as if 
it will be any different.  
 
In terms of Government Gazette 11224 of 13 January 
2021, the adjusted Level 3 Revised lockdown has been 
extended until 15 February 2021. You will recall that one 
of the restrictions relating to this adjusted level 3 
lockdown relates to various gatherings. The size of 
gatherings is limited, restrictions are placed on venue 
owners and operators, and in some cases gatherings are banned outright. Because of this 
many clubs have cancelled their monthly events and a number of National Rallies have been 
cancelled.  
 
SAVVA Council realises the need to keep its members safe and not expose them to any 
unnecessary risks, especially given that many of the members are in a high-risk group, 
whether by reason of age or comorbidities or both.  
 
We therefore urge all clubs to carefully reconsider holding any events at this time and even 
though they may comply with all the Covid19 regulations at your previously planned event, 
you could be putting your members at risk by running these events.  
 
The Council will monitor the situation over the next few weeks and revert back to you when 
SAVVA and the Government consider the situation has improved to allow us back to a more 
normal form of social contact with friends and fellow club members. 

 

  



Sid’s Chatter 
 

October 2020 

Most of us are all still suffering under the lockdown regulations.  Being 
kept in the old age home makes me think of the animals at the Zoo 
who walk around in circles all day long.  

 

Some of us are fortunately able to still carry on with what they like best.  
One of them being Roger Wood in Cape Town. Roger has found 1958/59 series2  Rapier 
convertable that he is going to restore. I am told that the car is in poor condition but knowing 
Roger,  if it is not outstanding condition then it is poor.  One thing for sure is when Roger has 
finished the job,  the car will be in excellent condition.  If any one can assist,  the car needs a 
petrol tank,  so if you know of a spare one,  Roger will be glad to hear from you. 

 

Another person who is always on the go is Terence Tracey. It seems as though he is doing a 
full restoration on the Ginetta that he overturned on the race track. I have seen pictures of 
the chassis having been painted and the body in the process of being repaired.  It seems as 
though there is no stopping Terence when it involves Imps or Imp powered cars. 

 

Our past Chairman is being kept busy at Heritage Workshop but it looks as though model T 
Fords are his main concern at the moment.  

There is always the question of head gaskets for our Sunbeams.  Further there is the problem 
that if the head is skimmed it may not be usable after a while.  I have spoken to Angus from 
Red Line Engineering in Cape Town who is able to assist with gaskets that are reusable using 
a different method of sealing.  Also he is able to make gaskets to a thickness to suit a head 
that has been skimmed too much. 

On Sunday 11th October 2020 we had our first outing since the lockdown was relaxed. It was 
also the first event arranged by our new committee.  Due to load shedding,  I could not open 
my electric garage door so we went in our modern car ( modern being a 15 year old Jetta).  
Those members that never made it,  missed out on a interesting lecture on the Heritage of 
Kensington and a  tour of some of the places of interest. 

Due to the rain and limited time we only did a limited tour losing half of the people along the 
way.   After which we returned to the Kensington club for an excellent lunch.  There were 
eight Rootes cars in the car park and a few modern ones.  I counted twenty people at the 
lunch but may have missed a few as they did not sit still. I must congratulate the people who 
arranged this event for doing an excellent job.   

 

Sid Herbert 

Brian’s Banter   



Gallery from the Kensington Club 
Brunch Run 
 

 

  



Technical Tips 
 

SAVVA Technical Tip 161 – Bending Plastic Tubing and Retaining 
Shape 
 
Some time ago we received this article from Dane Fraser. Thanks Dane and apologies for 
taking so long to use it: 

From Dane: 

If you have ever had to create a sharp bend in the clear tygon tubing you know how easy it 
can kink. 
I bought a new replacement carburettor for a small engine the problem was it came with a 
straight fuel inlet instead of the 90° one the old one had  no problem I thought I would just 
use a piece of 1/4" tygon tubing for the fuel line only when I tried to make it do the sharp 
bend required to connect between the carb and the gas tank it would kink.  
I decided to give it a preform by making a shaping mandrel or bendable forming tool that I 
could insert then bend the tubing. 
The best thing I have found for jobs like this is lead as it is easily shaped into whatever form 
you need and will retain its shape as long as needed. and if required it can be straightened 
out again. 

  
A couple of years ago I made some half round lead sticks by melting the lead and pouring it 
is groves for using in leading in seams and small dents in auto-body work. I found that was 
exactly the diameter I needed when folded double.  
I inserted it in the tygon tubing then bent it to the shape I needed. I placed it in a cut open 
soft drink bottle then poured in boiling water and left it until the water cooled.  
To remove the forming tool I had to straighten it out somewhat but the tubing retained its 
shape due to being heated in the boiling water.  

 
Tubing and tool before forming.   Lead tool inserted in tubing 

 

  
  

http://www.homemadetools.net/forum/attachments/fuel-line-forming-tool-20190115_165649.jpgb.jpg-27591d1547959928
http://www.homemadetools.net/forum/attachments/fuel-line-forming-tool-20190115_165740.jpgb.jpg-27592d1547959980


SAVVA Technical Tip 162 – Magic Magnet 
  
Has anyone else noticed the fact that the older you get how the floor becomes further away 
when having to bend down to pick something up? Another fact is, I believe its Sods law, that 
if you drop something it will either disappear forever, never to be found, or end up in the 
most impossible place to get to. Here’s a partial solution to retrieving these fallen objects.   

For years I’ve had a telescopic rod with a magnet on the end. I think originally designed to 
retrieve things that have fallen down in the engine bay. Over the years I have used it for that 
purpose and it has saved the day. In more recent times however, it has become more 
important to pick things up that have ended up further down - on the floor. Could it be I’ve 
become clumsier, grown taller, or got a bit older?  

From being a superfluous tool, it is now one of absolute necessity. Some time ago the little 
magnet disappeared so I glued on a more powerful one – that increased its usefulness even 
more. 

Suggestion - If you see one for sale, buy it and add it to your tool kit. You may not need it 
now but given time it could become one of your most important tools. 

All I have to do now is to find a magnet that can pick-up aluminum, brass and plastic.  

p.s. Last week I saw them in a “Chinese” shop for about R50.00 each.  

 

 

  



SAVVA Technical Tip 163 – Inspection Lights 
 
Many of us have permanent scars on our hands from lead lights using incandescent bulbs that 
become red hot.  Apart from personal disfigament they can become electrically dangerous. 
Many a worker has had a serious electric shock because of frayed or damaged cables. Most 
of us have converted from bulbs to mini fluorescent tubes or diodes but most still need 
220/250 volts to operate. It is recommended any portable device like lead lights etc should 
be backed-up by an appropriate earth leakage unit. Most houses are fitted with earth leakage 
units on the main board, however, be warned, they are only set to safe one from electrocution 
and trip at about 15/20 milliamp which before tripping will cure your constipation.     

To overcome these hazards a new product has entered the market, new to me that is, and 
that is a cordless portable light with rechargeable batteries. I was reluctant to buy one as I 
already I have so many lead lights however a friend feeling sorry for me bought one for me. 
It has turned out to be the star in the tool box and I doubt if I’ll ever use the old lights again.  
Incidentally it’s ideal for keeping at hand for power outages.  

The battery lasts approximately eight hours between recharging. The light is extremely bright 
(too bright in fact) but has a dimming adjustment. There is a magnet in the base to attach it 
so the light can be directed on where you are working.  
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Suppliers 
 

 

Specialising in Vintage and Veteran Car Insurance 
together with Personal and Business Insurances.

Insurance Brokers

CONTACT DETAILS:

Gareth Bain

Telephone:  087 736 2222 • Fax:  (011) 699 0783

Email:  Gareth.Bain@fnb.co.za
Branch Manager:  Mrs N Meier

An Authorised Financial Services Provider

ADVERTISING IN THE MAGAZINE 
Adverts to be inserted in the Newsletter are FREE for PAID UP MEMBERS and for those who are 
not a member, a fee of R50.00 is required to be paid first and, once proof of payment has been 

received, the advert will be placed in the Magazine and will appear for 2 issues. 

BANKING DETAILS : SUNBEAM SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SA 

First National Bank, Branch Code 256 505, Account No. 5060 010 0750,  

SWIFT CODE FIRNZAJJ 

Deposit Reference please as “Your Surname + Mag Add” 
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